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G ERAL INFORMATION 

. 1-1 

1\fodel RM-9100 1 9200 and 9300 Raster Scan Graphic 

members of a compatible family of digital television generation 

systems which functionaUy differ only in spatial resolution, The key features are 

described as follows: 

COMPATIBILITY 

Each model is functionally identical and interprets an 

Each is capable of generating multiple black and white 

instruction set. 

grey scale and/or 

color images which may be vlewec upon commercially available television 

monitors. 

MODULARITY 

!\.1odular design dictated system architecture in both hardware and f trm ware. The 

wser need purchase only those features which are applicable for generating his 

particular display(s). 

EXPANDABILITY 

The modular architecture greatly simplifies field expansion of the system. t\fost 

options are plug-in modwles and are easily L'lstaJed. System obsolescence, because 

of new or modified requirements, is eliminated becawse systematic upgrading of the 

display system can occur as requirements change or grow. Expansion from B/W to 

grey scale or color, or to additional grey scale levels or Likewise, tr:e various 

firmware options (graphics. etc.) may be installed. 

FLEXIBIL'.TY 

Tr:e was designed to fit the majority of appiications with a basic model 

tailored by user selected off-the-sheif options. Received instructions are 

interpreted by a pro gr am mabJ e rn icroprocessor. The host com put er I microprocessor 

~nterface to the frame bwffer's refresh memory is at the pixel 1eveL frame 

buffer stores up to twelve bi ts per pixel and may be partitioned into multiple 

independent channels. Optional fonction tables provide for programmable 

tion d output intensi and/or color and priority. Cursor and overlay/ 

underlay mixing is accomplished via PROM lookup, and the user may the 

PROM. All outpwt signals are composite video. Where required, external 
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synchronization is achieved via an optional phase-locked loop. A of 

interactive peripherals are available and these are interfaced via the Display 

System and it's microprocessor, 

PROGRAMMABILITY 

One of the advantages of the is the power of instruction seto 

Whlle a machine level capability is provided for diagnostic purposes, most user 

oriented instructions resemble typical compiler level statements. Because the 

language itself dictated hardware det>ign, the system has been appropriately 

optimized. Because host communication is typically at a high level, programming 

costs are minimized while system throughput ls maximized. 

ADA 

Because the instruction set is defined in firmwcire, the system is extraordinarily 

adaptable to specific applications Ramtek provides a 

purpose operating system (in firmware) which defines the instruction set that is 

interpreted by the Display System. By loading user-defined subroutines or 

reprogramming this firmware, the user may augment, modify or completely 

redefine the instruction set of the Display System. For example, a special purpose 

(versus general purpose) instruction set and operating system might be developed by 

a user with very specific requirementsc In this way throughput and overhead (in 

terms of local resources) could be optimized for a particular application. Because 

the microprocessor provides a source of local intelligence, the host computer 

its interface can sometimes be eliminated altogether. For example, a mass 

device can be interfaced directly to the Display System and the firmware package 

can be reprogrammed to process this input versus the normal host generated 

graphic instructions. Control \•,.ould typically be via a local keyboard and/or cursor 

controller, both of which can be provided Ramtek. In this way, the system could 

be operated as a cost-effec:ive "stand alone" display station. In addition to the 

Display System itself, Ramtek produces an In-Line Circuit Emulator (Model MM80) 

which provides an efficient mechanism for assembly and checkout of customized 

software/firmware packages. Options for the MM80 include a single-pass 

assembler, debugger, disassembler, ?ROM simulator and PROM programmer. 

Because of its inherent capabili the MM80 also doubles as a powerful diagnostic 

tool. By replacing the microprocessor chip with an interface connector, the user is 

able to exercise and troubleshoot both system hardware and firmware. 
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RELIABILITY 

Best commercial practices have been implemented. Except for a few iow pro

duction computer interfaces, the entire system (including backplane) is im 

in printed circuit. Only reliable, multiple sourced components are used •. A 

rigorous quality assurance program which includes high tern burn-in of 

system ls used in order to isolate and 

MAINTAINABILITY 

infant component failures. 

Because of the solid-state nature of the , no special maintenance 

measures are required. , A coast-to-coast field service organization is available to 

our customers. Engineering drawings, a recommended spares llst and optional 

diagnostics (in PROM) are available to our OEM customers who are serious about 

performing their ow;i maintenance. Both hardware and software training classes 

are y offered at our plant in Sunnyvale, California. 

1-2 FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION 

Figure 1-1 functionally illustrates the Model RM-9100, 9200 and 9300 Display s. 

Following is a brief description of each system com{)onent: 

COMPUTER INTERFACE 

The computer interface interconnects the host processo~ and Display 

internal processor bus. Provides for high speed (up to 660 KHz), oidirectiona! 16 

bit parallel communication between the host computer and System. Also 

implements four external interrupts. y implements or uses DMA capabili 

in the host processor. 

INTERN.AL PROCESSOR BUS 

Interconnects the computer in dis generator, video generator, display 

processor, Memory option card, serial iink/cursor option and flopoy aisk interface 

option. Provides for high device-to-device communication. Implements 

nonprocessor OMA. 

DISPLAY GENERATOR 

Interconnects the internal processor bus and refresh memory for image generation 

and retrieval. for two dimensional font, raster and graphics this 

communication is in the form of a 16 bit word pixel, with up to 12 bits being 

written in the Z axis while X and Y increment as prescribed by internal registers 

and logic in the display processor and display genera tor. Optimizes the display 
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processor interface with respect to its internal algorithms for generating 

data, Character raster ls written as an 8 bit byte with each 

byte describing up to eight consecutive pixels along a given line, whether 

or Graphics data is written via commanded movement the current 

such as up or down and/or or right, font, raster 

data, color or intensl ty axis) is assigned via specific which 

specify foreground and background color or intensity. Foreground/background 

reversal and writing mode (replacement versus additive) are specified via 

independent bi ts wl thin a control 

MEMORY 

refresh memory interconnects the display generator and video and 

provides from 1-12 bits of storage for element. resolution is 

240, 480 or 512 lines. Horizontal resolution is 320 or 640 elements, f\ccess 

time is l.5 µs/pixel, 

Vl:JEO 

GENE~ATOR 

*May be replaced by a 
diagnostic option card 
to ~rovide an off-I ine 
diagnostic capability. 

FIGURE 1-1. RM-9100, 9200, and 9300 Functional Block Diagram 
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VIDEO ATOR 

Interconnects the memories 1 cursor and :noni tors. 

stored image, overlay and cursor and 170 compatible 

video signals. Following is a description of the 

a, RM-Vl. 

provides for 12 

functionally lllustrates RM-Vl which 

channels, four 7 color (RGB) channels, three 16 ievel 

SUSCHAN\IEL •• 

,_ SUBCHANNEL 1 0 
0:: SUSCHANNEL 9 

i SUBCHMJNEL 8 
~ SUBCHANNEL 7 

grey scale , one 256 level grey scale channel or one 4,096 color 

(RGB) channel, Includes 12 direct outputs plus three 4 bit DACs (or one 8 

bit and one 4 DAC), four cursor channels and two overlay channels. 

C:.,RSOR 

4 

OVERLAY 

CHA1'NELS 

GREY LEVE'-. vrD€O OUTPUTS 

FIGURE 1-2. RH-Vl Functional Block Diagram 
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b. RM-V2. Figure 1-3 functionally illustrates the RM-V2 video 

provides host programmable pseudo color or grey scale translation to any 

of 4,096 colors or 256 scale levels. Includes one 1,024 word x 12 bit 

programmable function memory plus three 4 bit DACs, one 8 bit 

(assignable before or after the function memory), two cursor channels and 

two overlay channels. 

FIGURE 1-3. RM-V2 Functional Block Diagram 
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c. RM-V3. Figure 1-4 f unctiona11y RM-V3 

9 

8 

7 

6 

5 

4 

provides automatic image density slicing per external of 

window center and range, Simultaneously any 32 of 256 customer 

colors (RGB) and grey levels, typically gamma corrected. 

Includes an 80&0 microprocessor with RAM and ROM memory 

a parallel for window specification, plus one 1,024 word x 5 bit 

dynamic function memory, two fixed 32 word x 8 bit function memories, one 

8 bit (for grey two 3 bit DACs (for red and and one 2 bit 

DAC {for blue). 

LOCAL PROCESSOR BUS 

32 )( 8 BIT 

PRO!-' 

!024 )( 5 BIT 

~.;M 

32 x 8 BIT 

PROM 

FIGURE 1-4. RM-V3 Functional Block Diagram 
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d. RM-V6. 1-5 functionally illustrates the RM-V6 video card which 

two B video channels, each with up to 61/. colors and an 

(but independent) multl~level, hard-copy output, 

color and hard-copy lntensi ty are assigned via customer-specified 

lookup which are by up to 6 refresh cursor, and blink 

the user may define video and hard-copy output in terms of color 

and/or intensity for image, overlay, cursor and bllnk phase, Given 4 

refresh the user might define 6 colors (including with dual 

intensity plus blink from half to full intensity. The card processes 

up to 12 refresh planes into two 256 word x 8 bit PROM lookup tables, and 

includes two cursor channels, one blink frequency generator, and 2 bit 

digital-to-analog summing networks. 

TELEVISION MONITOR 

The television monitor(s) decodes the generated video signal(s) and 

displays the image by driving one or more cathode ray beams ln raster fashion. The 

when energized, excite phosphors painted upon the inner face of its picture 

tube. refresh time is typically at 30 or 60 Hz. 

DISPLAY PROCESSOR 

Interprets command information and pcesides over internal processor bus. 

Secondary functions include character generation and raster margining. Includes 

an 8080 microprocessor with 512 bytes of RAi\i and 2,04.8 bytes of ROM memory. 

Implements a basic instruction set which provides for imaging and text generation 

functions, Also optimizes function memory interface. 

MEMORY OPTION CARD 

Expands display processor internal memory by 8, 192 bytes of RAM and implements 

an internal OMA adaptability. :'\!so provides for an additional i 4,336 bytes 

PROM memory. Enables imple;;ientation of the following options: 

a. RM-GRA (graphic option). Generates end-point vectors, conics, plots and 

bar charts. Also writes raster data. 

b. RM-SCA (scaling option). Scales image and font da::a to a maximum ratio of 

4: l or 1:4. 

c. R (logical and arithmetic functions option). Provides read-modify 

write functions for interactive processing of two images. 

d. RM-SCR (scroll option). Provides independent subchannel and windowed 

scroll. 

1-8 
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e, {status management option), Provides programmable stack for 

temporary and subsequent retrieval of Display System status. 

L (programmable font option). Provides for host definition of up to 

Font dimension and content is programmable up to a 

maximum of 8 elements by 12 !ine:s. 

g. RM-SBR subroutine option). Provides a writable control store feature 

by enabllng the host computer to load, retrieve and call (for user

defined subroutines within the Display System. When called, these 

subroutines assume total system control, thereby enabling the user to define 

his own specific command set or graphic procedures. These subroutines are 

ln the form of standard 8080 microprocessor object code and are called via a 

specific command. When compJ exit (to the Ram tek defined 

system) is effected by executing the &080 Return (RET) instruction. 

h. RM-PER (interactive peripherals option). Provides interfacing logic for four 

keyboards, joysticks (or trackballs) and cursor generators. 

SERIAL LINK/CURSOR OPTION 

Provides two keyboard interfaces, two joystick (or trackball) interfaces with cursor 

steering logic, and two non-destructive cursor generators. rt required 1 the cursor 

controller ports may be converted to keyboard ports. Thus, up to four keyboards 

may be interfaced to each serial link/cursor card. Each system controller provides 

for a maximum of two serial link/cursor cards. 

FLOPPY DISC INTERF/\CE 

Provides interface for a single floppy disc drive. This option is possible via addition 

of logic to the extended memory option board, 

PROCESS CONTROL KEYBO.At\.D 

General purpose keyboard \1:i~h 61 key alphanumeric set, 16 lighted function keys, 

12 cursor contro: or 

rollover/n key lockout, auto 

CURSOR CONTROLLER 

function keys and 12 numeric keys. Features two 

( l 0 Hz) and TTY mode. 

Rate controlled joystick or trackball controls cursor state (on, off bllnk) and 

position. May be switch programmed to interrupt host computer upon 

demand, or whenever cursor position changes. 

DIAGNOSTIC OPTION CA.RD 

The diagnostic option card (RM-DOC) provides an off-line fault 

capability for the RM-9100, 9200 and 9300 display systems. When inserted into a 
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video card slot, the card enables various diagnostic test 

selected and via an interconnecting functlon 

to be 

is 

supplied as a part the option, results of diagnostic 'Cesrs are displayed on 

the television monitor(s), these tests identify com~ 

ponents or The option includes the 

and RAM memory 1 a B/W video of displaying any 

additional PROM and RAM memory with stored diagnostic firmware, and a 

function keyboard. 

1-1 l 
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The following functionally 

II 

SPECIFICATIONS 

the Model RM-91 9200 and 9300 Graphic 

Display 

R TECHNIQUE 

The refresh technique employed ls that of a classical raster scan display 

in that the generated image is stored in a frame 

scanned at the television raster rate. 

FRAME 
The frame stores up to 12 bi ts per picture eiemem 

which is 

bit is 

in a refresh memory com bina ti on of the 12 possible 

may accessed and written simultaneously. The individual may be utlEzed 

asmultiple independent display channels. 

R UTION AND LINE RA TES 

Six possible selections of resolution are available. Table 2-1 lists the available 

resolutions and their associated television line rates. Note a repeat field scan 

pattern (50 or 60 Hz refresh) is typically empioyed for the \fodel RM-9100 9200 

Display Systems. This is done to eliminat~ caused by the fast decay rate of 

s:andard CRT phosphors. The Model RM-9300 requ:res a 25 or 30 Hz refresh 

frequency and a 2: 1 inted scan pat:ern. all even numbered lines (field 

A) are refreshed, then odd numbered ;ines (field B) a:-e refreshed. Although 

somewhat com 'this is done ln orce; to rrtnimlze flicke:-. 

R!:.FRESH .\lEMOR Y 

The :-efresh memory consists of i+K \1\JS dynamic Rr\!\is. Each memory boa:-d 

stores up to six R,\1-9100 frames, three RM-9200 frames or three RM-9300 fields. 

RM-9300 fields resice on separate memory boards. Access to any 12 bit 

cell of refresh memory is in !. 5 µ s. Refresh memory access is lnterieaved such 

that write cycles do not interfere with refresh read cycles and thus screen refresh. 

DISPLAY PROC 

The display processor of an 8080 microprocessor with 2i01+8 of 

memory (PROM) and 512 bytes of scratch pad memory (RAM). Instruction 

cycle time is mately 350 ns. Higher frequency oscillators may be and 

retrofitted as faster 8080 microprocessors become available. 
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TABLE 2-1. RM-3100, 9200, and 9300 
Resolution and Line Rates 

Model v s i bl e 
Elements 

RM-9100 320 

558R 60 
5 I 30 

6 R 
6251 25 

RM 200 
,. 

R 0 

51 '.(" 
#v 

~,. 

5 R JO 
30 

624R 
6251 25 

RM-9300 640 480 5251 

LEGE~~u: R t Field ( Hz ~efresh) 
I Interlace 25/30-Hz Refres~) 

\i E\IOR Y EX P,l\N 

The 8080 m pr memory may be to 16,384 anci i 1s 

scra:ch memory via the ad di ti on of a mem option 

board, R>.1-\10C This option also prov;des a mic:oprocessor memory OMA 

capability. 

INSTRUCTION DECODING 

l:istruction decoding is performed by the 8080 microprocessor. Because all 

nstruction algori are permanent:y in firmware, the 

processor is not required to dete:mine the need for and load an appropriate 

thm for gen er a ti on of graphic entities. 
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INSTR LEVEL 
most used instructions resem typical compiler level statements. A 1:e 

instruction set is also provided for diagnostic for extremely 

sophisticated users who demand flexibility beyond that which is ti 

purpose user oriented set, 

OPTIONAL INSTRUCTIONS AND ARGUMENTS 

Firmware which implements a of optional instructions and arguments 1.0 

existing instructions is in PROM form. These may be installed in 

the initialization, basic firmware recognizes the 

each option and builds an appropriate vector table 

commands. 

quick decoding au 

USER COM 

The instruction processing algorithms may be ammed to augment, r::odify ,1r 

com replace the existing instruction set, Ramtek man:..1iactures an 80 111-

Circult Emulator, the Model MM80, ·to simpiify this task. 

BASIC ITY 

In addition to a varie~y of ger.erallzed support functions, the basic firmwat e 

specifically supports processing and character generation. 

OPTIONAL PABILITY 

Optional capability includes a graphics option, cal arid 

arithmetic imaging functions, \i,·indowed and partitioned scroll option, stat11s 

management option, programmable font option and interactive 

IMAGING CAPABILITY 

The basic system processes and stores up to 12 bits of :hrec 

data. The da:a is received in an industry com 

option. 

:on al, digi 

word-pe:-pi ><r ! 

and bi format, and no:rrially written directly into the refresh memory 

at rates of :Jp to 660,000 pixels pe: second. During the time that i data 1) 

being received into refresh memory, the microprocessor serves only to perform the 

raster margining function (start a new line when the previous line is com ). 

Bit plane selection and pixel-to-pixel addressing is achieved in hardware. 

image data is written into a prescribed rectangular area (or page) of resh 

memory. Any of eight possible scan sequences may selected, left-to-right/top~ 

<:o-bottom, for example. The scaling option (RM provides for scalini:; 

of image data. When downward scaling is specified, pi values are 

computed and stored versus each nth pixel of each nth line, where ri 
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the scaling ratio. When upward scaling is specified, each is 

n times on n lines. The logical and arithmetic functions option 

a mechanism for correlating For examplei two 

might compared subtracting one from other. is 

specifying an appropriate logical/arithmetic function when writing the second 

image to the display, and is implemented in firmware as a read-modify-write 

operation. As an example, the issued pixel might be subtracted from the 

stored pixel, and the would be versus the issued 

pixel itself. The various video generators provide for 

color, automatic density slicing and contrast enhancement, and 

of image data. 

ALPHANUMERIC CA.P/!\SIUTY 

color, pseudo 

ma correction 

The basic system includes a character whlch decodes 6 USASCII 

character codes and generates the dot matrix symbols. standard 

font size is five pixels by seven pixels within a seven by nine matrix. 

Row and column spacing is preset to seven pixels by nine pixels but is 

programmable. Sequential characters may be written from left-to-right, right-to

left, top-to-bottom or bottom-to-top, and may be ·rotated in 90 degree increments. 

Automatic margining is implemented such that a new line (or page) is started 

whenever a designated window boundary (margin) is crossed, A new line (or page) is 

also started whenever the USi\SCII carriage return symbol is decoded. r\ 

programmable font option (R \i-FNT) for user definition (in real time) of 

up to 128 characters. For these characters, the matrix size is programmable up to 

a maximum size of eight pixels by twelve pixels. Characters may be up/down 

scaled i:he seal! ng \1-SCA). 

GR,>\PHiCS CAPABILITY 

The optional graphics (R,\i-GRA) draws enci-poi.1t vectors, conics, plots 

and bar charts, and writes bit-per-e~ement ~aster data i:-rto the refresh memory. 

DYNAMIC CAPABILITY 

Any rectangular area, even a single pixel, may be selectively 

with out affecting any other inform a ti on in refresh memory. 

and/ or updated 

entl ties such 

as characters or vectors may be erased inverting the background ) and 

writing mode (AD) control bi ts repeating the original command llst. 

READBACK CAPABILITY 

The host computer may retrieve stored images from the frame buffer's refresh 



memory, Except for direction of the data be·ing transferrec!, the process 

duplicates that used for writing image data into the memory. Image data is 

from a specif led rectangular area (or page) oi memory in a word-

bi t-per-plane format. 

SCROLL BILITY 

are two forms of scroli available. The first is a feature and allows 

the programmer to a coordinate value as the logical origin of the 

television raster. The image thus moves up or down and left or 

simultaneously, and within 16.7 ms field time, The scro!I is nondestructive in that 

data moving from the screen scrolls to the opposite of the screen. The second 

form of scroll is implemented as a firmware option (RM-SCR) and provides beth 

windowing and partitioning, That is, only data wlthin a 

(or page) is scrolled, and only a prescribed combination of 

bed rectangular area 

memory planes 

are affected. Thus, multiple channels are supported because an set of 

memories can be scrolled without the memory p!a:;es associated with 

other channels. The feature also provides for scrolling of images such as trend data 

behind a fixed grid overlay. This form of scroll :s destructive in that data scrolling 

from the window is Jost while the deserted area of the window is filled with the 

background color. Scroll is up, down, left or right and by a prescribed number of 

pixels. Scroll speed varies depending upon window size. 

INTERACTIVE CAPABILITY 

In addition to the aisplay generator itself, Ramtek manufactures a line of 

keyboards, j and trackballs which complete the man-machine i:iterface. Up 

to four keyboards and four joysticks or trackballs may be interfaced to each dispiay 

controiler. The interface itself is important because it is via the Display System 1s 

microprocessor. Thus :he local intel!igence of the display processor can be applied 

to the prob1em of sim the man-machine interface, and without ur.necessar-

ily burdening the host processor. At the same time, the host processor's 

configuration is minimized because a single input/our.put port provides for both the 

display generator and its interactive peripherals. 

R 170 COMPATIBILITY 

All video outputs conform to EIA RS-170. All outputs are composite 

video. generating composite video, it is unnecessary to run synchronization 

cabling, thus saving substantial costs on long cable runs. Because the video signals 

are RS-170 compatible, a variety of hard copy units and screen projectors can 

i:Je added to :he system. 
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B/W 

Each may up to 12 independent channels. If 

system ls to 

accomplished by 

to scale or color at some future this may 

addition of plug-in 

GREY 

display controller rnay generate up to grey levels, or m 

channels of a !esser number of levels such as independem 

producing i 6 levels 

CAPA 

controller may up to 4,096 colors, or m 

channels having a lesser number of colors such as four 

seven colors each. 

channels 

Cl1R50R BILI TY 

controller is capable of generating up to four nondestructive 1 crosshair 

cursors which may be steered via a cursor controller (joystick or without 

host processor intervention. The cursor controller may interrupt the host processor 

either each time the cursor moves (TRACK or only upon operator 

(ENTER function), and the host computer may read or write cursor location and 

status, The cursor target element is blanked in order to provide for accurate 

cursor positioning. 

OVERL.A Y CAPABILITY 

The RM-V L and RM-V2 Video provide for two independent overlay 

channels. Overlay channels are independent refresh memory outputs which 

are mixed with data channel out?uts in or·der to form a composite mage output to 

a single television monitor. Thus, either may be modiLed witho0t affecting the 

other. 

CURSOR /\ND OVERU\ Y .\HXING 

Cursor, overlay and data channel outputs are mixed via PROM lookup. Thus, 

individual cursor and overlay color or intensity can be specified by the user, and 

changed as the user's requi:ements change. Because data channel outputs are also 

subjected to the PROM lookup, color priorities may established, For 

red might be given priority over green, 

PSEUDO COLOR AND GR SCALE TRANSLA. TrON 

Pseudo color and grey scale translation is performed the RM-V2 Video 

Generator's function table. The function table is a l,024 word x 12 bit RAM video 
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lookup table which ls loaded via the host computer; and indexed by up to iO bits of 

refresh memory, As pixel is scanned from refresh memory, the corresponding 

word is from the function table and passed to cursor/overlay 

and digital-to-analog converters. color translation, each 12 bit word is 

into 4 bit binary fractions which, from left to right, describe ve 

intensity of the primary colors (red, and blue). For grey scale translation, 

the least significant 8 bits are treated as a single binary fraction which 

the output grey level intensity" 

AUTOMATIC DENSITY SLICING 

Automatic density slicing (or grey level windowing) is by the Rf'v1-V3 

Video Generator's microprocessor and dynamic function table. The 

and dynamic function table. The microprocessor processes an ir.put windov• 

specification and gene:ates a corresponding Lnear ramp in its function table 

that all pixels having less intensity than the minimum window value are translated 

to black, and all pixels having greater in:ensi than maximum window value 

are translated to white. The remaining (or pixe: values are t:-ansiated !Cl 

their respective grey levels based upon the calculated ramp stored ln the function 

table. The input specification is received in parallel binary format as two values 

representing window cente; and range. rhe function table is a l,024 x 5 bit R/\\L 

Thus, up to 10 bits of image data car. be processed and rransla!ed to 32 

and colors simultaneously. 

GAM:\lA CORRECTION 

levels 

The R:V,-V3 Video Generator includes a 32 word x 8 bit PROM lookup table which 

translates the linear outout of :he ic function table to a 32 of 256 ma 

corrected grey Jevei . The 1~ser may specify the gamma cor:ect]on function 

at the time of order. Otherwise, a standard gam:na correction curve wili be 

imp;emented, In any casej the gamma correction function car. be modified at a 

later date by simply the PROM. 

COLOR TR/\CKING 

The RM-\/3 Video Generator includes a second 32 \vord x 8 bit PROM lookup table 

which simultaneously trar.slates the linear output of. the dynamic function table to 

a 32 of 256 color output. Although color is not a current recuirement of 

users 1 it offers the advantage of showing a high contrast difference between 

relatively minor intensity differences, c.nd thus can be a valuable diagnostic tool. 

The user may specify t:--,e output colors at the time of order, or may elect w 



a standard color repertoire, In case, the color assignments may be 

at a date by simply replacing the PROl'vL 

EXTERNAL SYNCHRONIZATION 

The RM-9300 System Controller may externally to either the 

(525) or (625) television line rates. This provides for external 

mixing of live or 

INTERFACING 

television signals. 

Table 2-2 lists the computer interfaces which have bee:l developed by Ramtek, In 

addition, certain computer mainframe manufacturers have developed Ramtek 

interfaces. Most are 16 bit parallel, bidirectional interfaces which typically use or 

implement direct memory access (Dt-.1/\) in the host processor. Although typically 

1imited by the host processor 1 bandwidth is up to l.5 million words/second, 

56 

! RM-90C-l0- i 2 
i 

TABLE 2-2. 

General Nova 1::::JC1 :;f;::ire'.:::ional 
:nte:-facc. 

face to 0R-1 ;c 

DE:C PC;::-ll series 
.::a;:::e ::o 0°,- l i B 

"·-.,terface t::> 1:·-
~lexer ~us or SE~h. 

ser:es !c re::: 
!-<P :'"l'Croc .. :,_,· 

Texas l trur'!e.-it:. 9·30 s~r:es '.;;::;rec-
: 1 ; Gte rt ace to ;:;ro~ra,....,-,ec 1 
:::'lanre 1. 

620 73 se .. ie-s J:jj rect1ona: 
:o buf7erec !/O CO;"'itrCJ

1 ler 
boa;c. 

Ge~eral Novd and Ecliose 
irc:tlonal interfa:.e. 

Xerox Sigma series co~cuter Mo~el 
7902 exterded device subcontroller 
uridirectiona1 :nce~face to 1/, 

I y. 
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uter Interfaces 

; Sta~darC '-.fova 

i!O cor;.1ec::or 1r~s~al1ed pl:..is 
.~.acer for last i/O device. 

11 )D,- l l C I re 

ts 

~-a""te;.:. l !c is w1 rec:; a 71 !oalc: 
j::Ja;:.; 3EX112) that i:s ;:)1'...19ged 
'nto snv s:a~da 1/0 bus connecto:-. 

Varia11 ICC) ouffe:e.d 1/0 cont rel ler 
board ~PiN E.2832) and p:-ior'. 
lr.terrupt :-:x:;du:e {P!H) Mooe! 1-16. 

i92 in~ernal cable :n customer's CPU. 

Xerox Model 7902 extenaed device 
suoch2nne l. 

15 

35 

1C 

I 
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2-2 PROGRAMMING 

!is ts the instruction ot the RM-91 9200 and 9300 
Graphic Display Systems. 

variety of instruction formats. 

are two distinctive of 

TABLE 2-3. RM-9100, 9200, and 9 Instruction Summary 

READ REGISTER READ 

;;;nn; AUXILIARY ffi'l-ORY WAH 

RAM 

RESET R.ESE7 

INIT 

'<OP 

ERASE ERS 

h'R ITE l.'t.\.GE 

RI 

S?S 

~esc:iption 

ge~erator ~achine 

~irec~ly reads a display generator machine reg!ster. 

W:-ites da:a to a:1 aux:1lia.r;v :nemory device. 

Reads 

Ir.it1ali::es 
ports and 
irguments to ~no...,.'T\ ·;alues. 

Presets al! conp: 

?e rfor:is 

Sets 

Erases a rect1~~~iar 

\l,':-i::es three 
the ref7esn ~emory. 

Retr1e\·es :~ree di~e~s:ona& ~zage dat3 frc~ 

of ~~e ref:-esn xe~o=~· 

rec:angu:a~ J:ea 

l. 

tf-:e :.n-

rir1tes ~:~-cer-e f.::nt d.J:a the chara::er generJtors font 

particular ke)'board. 

Reads the oldest b1ffe~ed keystroke. 

an intern.a~ T.ai0tai:-:ed status word -.-:-,ich ident1fies the 
:o:a~lv ~nterfaced ~e~1pheral devi:es ~~1ch are contending 

3.:~ent1or.. 
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machine instruction of functions 

such as loading or 

provides for 

specific are 

the 

for 

that which is 

familiarity of the 

The user instruction 

users who demand 

instructions. Their use 

their 

of user-oriented 

an 

anc! 

write image, vector and plot. It is most users wil! 

such as 

only this 

and higher level instruction set. were simplicity 1 

flexibHity. As a only a cursory knowiedge of the Display 

the design was by i and to process 1 the instruction 

the total system ls inherently fast regardless of the fact a 

to interpret each instruction, is the n1 

state whenever possible, and comrnl1r.ica ::ion between 

in an 

4ho 
lol ,t....., 

computer interface and instruction set's power and flexibili can 

be realized by 

TNSTR UCTION 

each instruction. 

MATS 

Figure lllustrates the standard ir~struction formats, The SHORT format 

instructions are a single t 6 bit word in l and carry 8 bi ts of operand to the 

Display The IMM EDlATE format instructions are two 16 bit words in 

and carry 8 bits of operand and 16 bits of data to the Display System, The 

COMPLEX format instructions are a number of 16 bit words in length and 

may carry both and data to the Display System, These instructions are 

typically very ul and are those most often used by the programmer, 

functions which are not suitec to the above instructwn formats are implemented as 

EXCEPTION forrr1at ir,struct;ons. Each is im?le:nented i;-i 2 format best e:,uited to 

the function being commanded. 

ARGUM TS 

Table 4 lists the 16 possible arguments to the corn format instructions, 

for NO of these instructions may set any combination of the possible 

arguments, The arguments are issued in ascending seq:..;ence. The OPERAND 

FLAG WORD the presence of each argument. is from 
I 

flags argument 0 I (SUBCHANNELS), bit 2' argument 02 
'5 

(FOREGROUND), ... , and 2 i flags argument 16 (STAR 

argument is one or more 16 bit words in length and describes a parameter 

typically affects the operation of the instruction being decoded. 
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SHORT FORMAT 

0P C©DE 

IMMEDIATE FORMAT 

~P C0DE )!JPERAND 

DATA 

COMPLEX FORMAT 

0P CIZJDE F 

0PERAND FLAG ~0RD 

ARGUMENTS 

DATA Lf:NGTH i<i0RD 

DATA 

~ Index \ absolu~e, l = index l, - index 2, 3 = relative; 
·\D -'lcil'.1 ive i'inte (0 = replacement, l additive) 
SK Reverse Background ( J = normal background, l = reversed background) 
RP K.everse Pack (0 ·left byte first, I right byte first) 
;:lF Operand Flag no arguments exist, l = flagged arguments exist) 
'.JF Data Flag (0 no data e:osts, l n data bytes exist) 

FIGURE 2-1. RM 100, 9200, and 9300 Instruction Formats 
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No. 

01 

02 

03 

04 

05 

06 

07 

08 

09 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

TABLE 2-4. Complex Format Instruction Arguments 

Name 

SUBCHANNELS 01 

FOREGROUND 01 

BACKGROUND 01 

INDEX-1 02 

INDEX-2 02 

ORIGIN 02 

w l ND0\4 

SCAN 01 

DIMENSION 02 

SPACING 02 

SCALE 01 

i='UNCTION 01 

CONIC-EQUATIO~ 12 

B.A SE LI NE 01 

SCROLL-COUNT 01 

START-POINT 02 

Description 

Selects refresh 

Defines color or In 
dimension~] data. 

r s e, 

ines colcir or· intensity for 11 xero 11 state, two·· 
dimensional data. 

Defines local refresh memory addressing origin. 

Defines loc<:il refresh merr.ory addressing origin, 

Implements hardware scrol I by assigning a 
particula refresh memory address as the 
origin of the TV raster. 

Defines a rec lar area r logical page) of 
ref re sh memory. 

Selects one of eigh refresh rne~~ry scan 
sequences. Also seiects character orientation 
and plot direction. 

Selects character matrix size and plot/bar 
segment vJid<::h. 

Selects character and plot/bar segment spacing. 

Defines up/down sealing ratio up to 4:1 or 1:4. 

Selects one of eight logical or arithmetic 
imaging functions (OR, XOR, AND, SUM, DIFFER
ENCE, GREATEST VALUE, LEAS7 VALUE, or AVERAGE 
VALUE). 

Defines conical far~ for conics generator in 
terms of the equation 

+ By2 ~ Cxy + Dx + Ey + F = 0 

Selects bec.;een 1 ine and fi I led plots. Also 
defines fixed-point base 1 ine for filled plots 
and bar charts. 

Defines scrol I count (I ines/elements) and 
directions. 

Defines vector, conic, plot, bar chart, or 
irregular image, text, or raster data starting 
address. 
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I 

of complex carry data to the 

or data from the Display case, the DA LENGTH 

WORD bytes to be ta and 

for image 

each 16 bit raster 

data, each 8 bit is as a slngle-bit-per-eiement description of eight 

consecutive pixels. For text 

code. For plot data, 16 

for graphics da ta 1 

end-poln t coordinate. 

2-3 PHYSICAL 

The following specifies t.'Ie 

and 9300 Graphic Display Systems: 

DIME:-1SIONS 

each is interpreted as a USASCII 

word bytes) is interpreted as a 

16 bit word pair bytes) ls as an 

characteristics of the \1odel R:\1-91 

All systems are rall mountable in a standard 19 inch wide rack, The Model RM-

9 l 00 and re 8 inches of rac~ The Model RM-9300 requires 17 

Yi i of rack height. 

PRINTED CUIT UT!LIZA TION 

Except for certain low production computer and video 

ators 1 the system (inci backplane) is imp!e'.Tiented in printed circuit" 

CHASSIS LAYOUTS 

Figures 2-2 and 2-3 illustrate the layout for the RM-9100, 9200 and 

9300 Graphic D Systerr.s. Each chassis provides receptacles for a C0'.T1puter 

interface boarc, controller board, memory option board, two serial link/cursor 

boards, a minimum of two video boards and two to eight memory boards ( 12 refresh 

planes). The :\llodel 9 300 chassis functionally from the Model 9100 and 9200 

chassis in that up to four video boards can be accommodated. 

2--1+ EI\VIRONM L SPECIFICA TrONS 

The fol.lowing data specifies the environmental characteristics of the M 

9200 and 9 300 Graphic Dis 

PERATURE 

Operating temperature 15 

2-13 
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HUMIDITY 

Humidi is 0-9 5 

2 .. 5 ER REQUIR 

The 

LINE VOLTAGE 

Line vol are 1.17 or 230 volts ±10 

LINE FREQUENCY 

Line frequency requirements are 50/60 

..J 4 
<{ c:: !------------------------< 
~ s; 5 1----------------··----I 
~ ~ 6 

MP 1,2.3,4,5,6 1,23 

I 
10 

MEMORY 

I 

801\1\J 

11 
MEMORY 
BOARD 

MEMORY 

zU !----------------------< 
-a 7 

oc t--~·------------------4 
:"- 8 VIDEO BOARD NO 2 
[__'. i.-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
/g ME'"10RY 

I B0Af10 

I 12-----------.,.. __ ___, 

9100 9200 

MU ~E:AL SHIELD 

FIGURE 2- RM-9100 ard 9200 
Chassis Board Assign~e ts 
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:: 5 percent. 

NTE'RFACE 60AriD 

SE Wl8EWRAPPEDl 

·~ 
5 

c::l 6 
c:: 
0 7 
;/) 
</) 

"" 8 WIREWRAP OPTION 
g 

9 -0.: 
..J \0 
< z 11 
a: 
UJ 12 I-

'= 1 J 
: 

I 14 

~ 6 

\7 

~s 

19 

~~ 

"" 
21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

Nate§: Slots 2 and 3 are aiso connected to the internal 
procenor bu~. 
F:eld Clock ~ 0 for Field A. 

1 for Field B. 

F!SURE 2-3. RM-9300 Chassis 
Board Ass gnn1ent 
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SECTION III 

IPHERAL OPTIONS 

This section the peripheral options currently provided Ram the 

Models l 00, 9200 and 9300. 

3-2 c 
Display is capable of generating 1.Jp to four cursors. The cursor appears 

as a cross (+) on the screen the center element missing in confl tions and sizes 

in Figure 3-L For the same size monitor, t cursor retains the size 

of the number of lines/elements or resolution of the to 

3-1, the cursor shown in block "A" is represer.tative with 240 or 256 

and 320 elements. The "B" block cursor .:.s m of 2LJ.0 er 256 lines 

and 640 elements. "C" block lllustrates cursor for 4 or 512 lines and 640 elemen'.:so 

The cursor may be aced anywhere on screen, incl elements and 

lines in horizontal vertiC3.l blanking. In other words, '!:he cursor wlll not come to a 

at the of the portion of the screen, but will go beyond the edges and 

disappear i:ito blanking. During CPU control of the curso:· this is relatively unim 

as the CPU normally is programmed not to load data :nto non-visible elements. But unde: 

joystick or t:ackball control, the operator may guide the cursor into blanking. lf same 

direction is maintained, "rollover" will eventually occur and the cursor will reappear on 

the screen on the side opposite to that from which it disappeared, still maintaining the 

same direction. 

3-3 JOYSTICK CURSOR CONTROLLER - GC.-106 

The joystick cursor controller is an inte:active peripheral device used to position a 

curso: upon a video graphic The cursor controller cons'.sts of a ioystic four 

status switches TER, TRACK, VISIBLE and BL four channel select switches and a 

power switch. The controller interactively positions the cursor via the joystick, controls 

cu:sor status wi VISIBLE and BLINK status and informs the CPU of current 

coorcinates and status by the and TR.A.CK switches. 
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7 E ENTS X 7 LIN 
14 ELEMENTS X 7 LIN!·~ 
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The cursor controller with serial link option. The cursor controiler and 

with option in an manner. use 

transmission lines to serial link option stores cursor and status 

cursor contro!ler does not store cursor 

but increment/decrement commands to serial link board 

turn the cursor position on screen. Since the amount of 

from the center position proportionately changes rate of 

commands issued by cursor controller, further the is displaced 

faster the cursor moves on the screen, With a Ji ttle of cursor 

with ls simple, fast and more than a 

3-4 

cursor controller is a directional rate device and not a positional control device< 

ls, when the is moved in any direction from the center , the 

to move slowly ln the direction the joystick was dis The further 

from center, the faster the cursor moves in tha·c . When ti";e 

in a constant , the cursor moves across the screen at c constant 

of the joystick returns i to the position and cursor 

joystick may be displaced at any single even though it feels to move 

the directly up, , right or 1eft. When viewed from the front, the position of 

joystick corresponds wi the of the cursor movements as shown in Table 

stick/Cursor Movenent 

JOVS c u n 

Fon·1a rd Up 

5ackwa Jm"n 

Lefc Left 

Right Right 
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rare of cursor movement in any axis is infinl teiy from about 

second when the stick is displaced "' 5° to a maximum of the screen 

from one to the other in about 3 

used ·to move the cursor quickly from 

~'~~.~r"· (full def 1 

to point, 

This mode of tion is 

A second mode of joystick at!ows one element cursor movement 1.1: any 

to easily and cursor on a 

the cursor one element only, the is slightly 

screen element. To move 

or "bumped". Thjs action 

causes the cursor to move one element or in the of joystick 

cursor not move any more elements until the is released and "bumped" 

n, or dispiaced further to start cursor mo\'ement as in the above 

This unique feature of the cursor controller allows the operator to be of 

moving the cursor one and only one element ln any direction hr ease 1r~ accurate 

positioning. The joystick displacement versus rate of cursor movement curve is net linea:

but exponential. 

There ls a small null zone around the center ;:)Qsi ti on of the ck so that minimal 

dispJacemer,ts do not cause cursor movement. prevents the cursor from on 

the screen when the joystick is centered. The nul1 zone also allows the cursor controller 

to be used without requiring trim adjustments of compensation for drift effects. 

3-5 ST/\ TUS SWITCH OPER,r\ TION 

Four sta :us switches determine the status of the cursor on the sci-een ar.d inform the 

CPU of current cursor coordinates. These swi:ches are descrined as follows: 

a. VISIBLE. This action switch turns the cursor ON or OFF. Cursor 

coordinates are not affected by the position of this sw:tch. 

b. BLINK. The BLINK switch [s an alternate action switch that, when causes the 

cursor to blink at approxirrate!y a Hz rate. When BUNK is OFF, the cursor 

rema.ns or. t,~:e screen.. Cursor coorCinates 

ticn cf the BUNK S\liitch. 

unaffected +: bone 

c. TER. E!\fTER is a momentary switch which causes current cursor coordinates 

and status to be sent to ~he CPU of the position of any status switch or 

tion of the If switch is ON, rhe cursor controller ceases 

to function until the is released. As soon as the ENTER switch is 

cursor controller resumes normal operation. 

d. TRACK. When ON, this alternate action switch causes every new coordinate to be 

entered into the CPU. movement of the cursor is defined to be a change in 



I 
I 
I 

coordinates, When TRACK switch ls , the cursor still moves on the screen, but 

coordinates are not issued to CPU, 

NNEL SWITCHES 

Using the four channe.! select can control to four cursors 

simultaneously with one cursor controller unit, action swi cause the 

output of the controller to distributed to output channel(s) selected the 

swi When a switch for any channel is ON, the output of the contrc:i!ler on 

serial output for that channel. When the switch is the serial for that 

channel to an idle or no transmission mode, .Any combination of switches can be ON 

simultaneously all ON or all 

NOTE 

CHANNEL ECT SWITCHES SHOL!LD NEVER BE CHANGED 

WHILE MOVING THE CURSOR \VITH THE OR WHILE 

SW THE STATUS SWITCHES. E THE CON.!ROL.:.,ER 

0 TES WITH A SERIAL OUTPUT LIN CHA,\!GING THE 

CHANN ECT SWITCHES WHILE THE UNIT 15 

TRANSMITTING M/\ Y UNPREDfCTABLE RESULTS OF CURSOR 

MOVEMENT OR STATUS. 

As long as joystick is centered and the starus switches are stationary, the channel 

select switches can be with no effects. Power does not need to be OFF to 

the channel select switches, 

J-7 TRACKBALL - GC-104 

The Model GC-104-X Trackball is a self contained unit providing a seriai output of a 

selectable baud rate. A character is sent whenever any of the control swl tches 

and when the trackball is rroved. The fcur charges of ;:Cite which are switch controlled 

are BLINK, VISIBLE, ENTER and TR/\ These have been described previously in the 

joystick description. The baud rate ied the last 

shown ii-; 3-2. 

-2. Trackball Baud Rate 

GC-104-2 

GC-104-4 

GC-104 

5 

2400 

4800 

t of the model nurr.ber as 



At maximum (9600) baud rate the trackball sends to characters per 

enabJ rapid movement of cursor. A in control state ts A ra 

character (motion the trackball) always includes control bits, but one 

per el 

The 

a. A 61 

up 1 down, left or 

K 120 

Keyboard contains 

typew rl ter keyboard 

following 

128 

alphanumeric, graphic and control characters. 

rollover/n lockout operation. feature of 

is similar to M 37 teletype. 

b, Serial input and using a choice of 

as standard: 

aIJ. 

two 

is standard. 

RS-232C, TTY 

current loop, short-line differentia!. Baud rates from to 9600 even 

or no and one or two bi ts are the user. 

c. TTY mode allowing the to appear as \lode! 33 

generating a standard 93 character US.ASCII. (Upper case 

on1 y). 

d. /OFF LINE switch allowing flexibili in ~he mode of of the 

e. A 12 key cursor/function pad contai cursor up, down 1 right, left and home 

commands for computer- controlled cursor. The remaining seven keys provide easily 

function keys defined the user. 

A convenient 12 key numeric pad 10 digits and 2 de.imiter keys(, and 

This pad can be modified to provide 12 tional function keys by the user. 

ional features include 16 unction keys defined by the user with 

corresponding CPU contr·olled status lights. Up to 40 function keys can be provided, each 

assigned with two codes per key. A.ll function l<eys eight bit. codes above ASCII 

200-377). i\n attenr:on signal activated the reception of the U defined 

"Bell" code. 

All codes are 8 bit data. The coce assignments are shown in Table 33. 

The alphanumeric section contaiils all functions including c, control 

characters as defined by l'SASCII. Octal codes 000 through 177 are 

If the numeric pad is the codes are 

codes of the alphanumeric section, That is, when 

uncontrolled mode, pressing the numeral 11 4" will issue 

the numeric and delimiter 

keyboard is ln unshifted 1 

.A.SCH code for "!+''. When in the 

mode, pressing "4" will also issue the 1'\SCII code for "1/. 11
• 
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I 

1 

I 

00 

01 

02 

03 

04 

05 

06 

07 

10 

' ' ..L l. 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

0 l 

NUL SOH 

BS HT 

SP 

0 1 

9 

@ A 

TABLE 3-3, GK-120 Code 

2 3 4 t: 6 7 .J 

STX ETX EOT ACK BEL 

LF VT FF CR so SI 

DC2 DC3 DC4
1

NAK,SYNIETB1 

SUB ,ESC IFS RS 

" # s % & 

* + ! ' 
2 3 4 5 6 

< > 

B c D E F 

.11.SCII (octal) 

Section 
Nu.'Tleric Pad 

i 

I us 

I 

7 

? 

G 

Uncont.rol 

Cont rel 

NON-ASCII (octal) 

Cursor Pad 
?unction ?ad 

Functions 
Status Lights 

If the function pad replaces the numeric pad, all functions are defined by :he user. 

The codes issued are above ASCII, Octal 200 and higher. 

The cursor pad contains the five cursor controls: cursor up, right, left and 

home. Each has two codes associated with it providing the ability for slow and fast 

computer controlled cursor. The 7 keys in the cursor pad are defined the 

user. The codes issued are above ASCII, Octal 200 and higher, 

If the 16 special function are included on the keyboard, all functions are defined 

by the user. Note that each key is assigned with two codes. The codes are 

Octal 200 and higher, 

to MOS encoding techniques, note that all codes are preassigned by Ramtek and 

are unalterable. However, the user is free to assign function meaning and keytop 

to all keys. 
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The shift and control keys the 

the labeled where 11
-

11 

output of all keys, For 

not pressed 1 "x" 

141 
101 

1 

is 

control allows .ASCII control and 177) 

and not (Octal 2C0-377) to /\11 other 

codes are inhibited from appearing at the serial outputs when the control is 

This ls equivalent to a being mechanically Jocked out 01 a T1e shift 

not lockout any codes, .A.s an of the control key locking out tf-:e above 

indicated codes 

x 

x 

Compare this with the Key 11
/\" operation to se,;: the difference. 

Notice that both the shift and control determine the coded of the 

tne alphanumeric section, but fo; all orher sections (cursor , numeric/function and 

ne shift key has no effec, the control will determine th 

coded for the keys in these sections, There are two shift .f(eys on the with 

one alternate action shift lock, one contrnl key is provided. 

Placing the keyboard in TTY mode causes the logic to suppress lower case 

When in mode, the keyboard generates a 93 character of ASCII, 

Only the keys in the alphanumeric section are The codes for all sections 

of keyboard pad, numeric/function pad and function) remain 

by TTY mode. 
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a. 

mode, the codes are using following rules, 

L Octal codes 000 to 137: retain as is. 

2, Octal 

case 

3. 

l lfO to 1 

That 

t+O to convert codes to 

convert 140 through l 7 6 to l OCJ through l.36. 

retain as ls, 

b, NON-ASCII Octal codes 200 to 377: retain as is, 

is in Table 3-4, 

~a!JJ_e 3-4 GK-120 ':"'TY Mode Contro2. 

Uncon:~ol. 

' I ASCI: (Octal) NON-ASCII roctal) 

(._For TT':' ope~ation, s 1..ll:::·:.ract oc':.al ,J f=or, t~ese indicated codes to obtain upper 
case characters. rco~vert octal l~Q t~ l7G to octal 100 136.) 

cor.ve.::-ts to 11 ~ ll 

,:--\ I 
11 : I! co!"1·.;e rts t.C 11::11. 
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following example mode affects , In the unshift~ 

uncontrol when the key 11 .A"i normally for small Jetter 

(Octal 4 mode the 

10 l ). This is as 

auto repeat 

than one second, 

is down, only the fi~st 

two The time 

A 
SOH 
SOH 

that any , if 

until 

struck IA'ill repeat. The 

until any key begins to 

"A" is issued instead 

01 
1 
1 

cl down continuously for 

more than one 

will not alternate between 

one second, 

repeat rate is l 0 per second for aL keyboards, of baud rate. 

cursor keys have been with two codes per key 

between slow and fast cursor commands. Both the time 

wired and are not under CPL; control. 

the ability to distinguish 

repeat rate are hard-

Two key roll y lockout is provided such that after a closure is recognized 

by the keyboard logic and the appropriate code for that :s issued, all further 

depressions are ignored. No urther codes will be issued until the first key is released. 

n-key lockout, the follow characteristics are to 

and not released, code for that is issued and 

, locking oT:: any ti on further key 

a. Lockout. If a key is 

the keyboard scan 

Any other keys 

original key 1s 

and released will not be recognized. As soon as the 

keyboard scan resumes until another key depression ls 

found. 

b. 2-key rollover, rollover can be exper with n-key lockout. Depress the 

first key and its code is issued, stopping scan, Press the second 

no code is now, still holding the down, release the first 

(starting and the second will now be recognized and its code will 

be issued. scan now stops again until second key is released. Thls 

chain action car: be continued incefini tely. 
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c. Multiple If a is lts be w 
key, if additionai keys are 

the first key is the next code be 

which key is encountered 

mechanism and only that one code be 

d. The is L:npredictable. It 

current posi keyboard scan mechanism. Only one code be 

CPU can sound an attention signal using the defined for "be11" 

= Octal code 007). for after the 

keyboard of the "bell11 If a continuous is the CPU car: 

retrigger the attention device as many times as The signal can be at 

t in 
11 bell" code 

the will only remain active for one second after the lase 

attention is .ALER Tc ith a fixed 

frequency of Hz. 

Status lights, under control, are provided by LED's directly above the 

function keys, The lights may be turned on or off by the CPU using the instruction format 

shown no control over the operation of status 

l 0 0 s s s s 
..., 

6 5 4 3 2 0 I 

Status lect 
Address 

Always 

Always 

L:ght 

Always 

Zero 

ON) 

Facing the keyboard from front 1 status lights are addressed from 0 to 15 from 

to right. operation of the status is independent of the 

function keys, the user may 

divorce the two. 

key functions with status lights or completely 
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